SIX DAY WORKSHOP ON "REVIT ARCHITECTURE"
(26-12-2018 to 31-12-2018)

The Department of Civil Engineering of Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College organized a Six Day Workshop on "Revit Architecture" in association with Andhra Pradesh State Skill Development Corporation (APSSDC) from 26th to 31st December 2018 at Civil Engineering CADD lab. The main objective of the workshop was to implement a structured and pragmatic solution to skill & up-skill the students of III B.Tech II Semester Civil Engineering Students of Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College in Revit Architecture software and to increase employability, promoting entrepreneurship in sync with Industrial growth. Three trainers Ms. S. Juberia, Mr. P. Sadar and Ms. P. Priyanka who are professionally eminent in software were deputed by APSSDC for the Six day workshop.

The target was to prepare the registered 73 students of III B.Tech Civil Engineering as a skilled-workforce by meeting skilled human power demands of Industries. Dr. M. V. Subba Reddy, Assistant Professor and Head, Dept. of Civil Engineering and Convenor of workshop, Mr. M. P. Charan Sai, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering and Coordinator of the event graced the six day workshop. During the training sessions, trainers shared their rich knowledge and skills in the field of Revit Architecture Software with all the participants emphasizing the skill-set of students. Trainers handled lot of practice sessions in various subdivisions of software and trained the students. In addition, trainers interacted with the students during both training and practice sessions clarifying different queries.

On the whole, the workshop was proved very informative and successful. The Workshop enriched our students with the latest developments in civil engineering by an eminent trainer within and beyond curriculum. The students were enriched with knowledge in latest version of Revit Architecture software. Further, students had an expose to various industrial software demands such that they can enhance their skills to meet such industrial requirements and get better placements.

The photographs of the session of the programme are as follows.
Ms. Jiberia, Expert from APSSDC delivering lecture on Building Information and Modeling

Mr. P. Sardar Expert from APSSDC delivering lecture on properties and project browser of Revit Architecture
Ms. P.PriyankaExpert from APSSDC, delivering lecture on Rendering, massing and site tools

Mr. P.SadarExpert from APSSDC interacting with students during practice session
MS. P. Priyanka Expert from APSSDC interacting with students during practice session
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